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Introduction

Upgrading to FME Desktop 2018 Training Course
This is a training manual for users upgrading to the 2018 version of Safe Software’s FM E Desktop application.

The training will introduce new concepts and terminology, and help students become familiar with methodology that has changed since
the previous release.

Course Structure
The course is made up of various sections, including:
A general overview of 2018
Authoring workflows with the Partial Run tools
Collapsible bookmarks and related functionality
Precision and tolerance in spatial transformation
Writing and styling M icrosoft data formats
Using the new FeatureJoiner transformer

Current Status
The current status of this manual is: COMPLETE: this manual can be used for training.
NB: Even for completed content, Safe Software Inc. assumes no responsibility for any errors in this document or their consequences, and
reserves the right to make improvements and changes to this document without notice. See the full licensing agreement for further details.
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About This Document

About This Document
This manual is a training course for users upgrading to the 2018 version of Safe Software’s FM E Desktop application.

Look out for residents of the City of Interopolis, who will appear from time-to-time to give you advice and dispense FM E-related
wisdom. In fact, here comes someone now:

Mr. E.Dict (Attorney of FME Law) says...
On behalf of the City of Interopolis, welcome to this training course. Here is the standard legal information
about this training document and the datasets used during the course.
Be sure to read it, particularly if you're thinking about re-using or modifying this content.

Licensing and Warranty
Permission is hereby granted to use, modify and distribute the FM E Tutorials and related data and documentation (collectively, the
“Tutorials”), subject to the following restrictions:
1. The origin of the Tutorials and any associated FM E® software must not be misrepresented.
2. Redistributions in original or modified form must include Safe Software’s copyright notice and any applicable Data Source(s)
notices.
3. You may not suggest that any modified version of the Tutorials is endorsed or approved by Safe Software Inc.
4. Redistributions in original or modified form must include a disclaimer similar to that below which: (a) states that the Tutorials are
provided “as-is”; (b) disclaims any warranties; and (c) waives any liability claims.
Safe Software Inc. makes no warranty either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, any implied warranties of
merchantability, non-infringement, or fitness for a particular purpose regarding these Tutorials, and makes such Tutorials available solely
on an “as-is” basis. In no event shall Safe Software Inc. be liable to anyone for direct, indirect, special, collateral, incidental, or
consequential damages in connection with or arising out of the use, modification or distribution of these Tutorials.
This manual describes the functionality and use of the software at the time of publication. The software described herein, and the
descriptions themselves, are subject to change without notice.

Data Sources
City of Vancouver
Unless otherwise stated, the data used here originates from open data made available by the City of Vancouver, British Columbia. It
contains information licensed under the Open Government License - Vancouver.
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About This Document

Others
Forward Sortation Areas: Statistics Canada, 2011 Census Digital Boundary Files, 2013. Reproduced and distributed on an "as is" basis
with the permission of Statistics Canada. © This data includes information copied with permission from Canada Post Corporation.
Digital Elevation M odel: GeoBase®
Fire Hall Data: Some attribute data adapted from content © 2013 by Wikipedia, used under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike
license
Stanley Park GPS Trail: Used with kind permission of VancouverTrails.com.
OpenStreetM ap Datasets: © OpenStreetM ap contributors.
Contains information licensed under the Open Government Licence – British Columbia

Copyright
© 2005–2018 Safe Software Inc. All rights are reserved.

Revisions
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this document. Safe Software Inc. regrets any errors and omissions that may occur
and would appreciate being informed of any errors found. Safe Software Inc. will correct any such errors and omissions in a subsequent
version, as feasible. Please contact us at:
S afe S oftware Inc.
Phone: 604-501-9985
Email: train@safe.com
Web: safe.com
GitHub: github.com/safesoftware/FM ETraining
Safe Software Inc. assumes no responsibility for any errors in this document or their consequences, and reserves the right to make
improvements and changes to this document without notice.

Trademarks
FM E® is a registered trademark of Safe Software Inc. All brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective companies or organizations.

Document Information
Document Name: Upgrading to FM E Desktop 2018.0 Training Course
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Course Overview

Course Overview
The training will introduce new concepts and terminology, and help students become familiar with methodology that has changed since
the previous release.

Course Structure
The course is made up of various sections, including:
A general overview of 2018
Authoring workflows with the Partial Run tools
Collapsible bookmarks and related functionality
Precision and tolerance in spatial transformation
Writing and styling M icrosoft data formats
Using the new FeatureJoiner transformer

About the Manual
The Upgrading to FM E Desktop 2018 Training manual not only forms the basis for this training course but is also useful reference
material for future work you may undertake with FM E.
All screenshots in these materials were taken using FM E on Windows Server 2016. The fonts used (especially in screenshots of the log
window) may be resized or otherwise changed for improved legibility.
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Course Resources

Course Resources
A number of sample datasets and workspaces will be used in this course.

On Your Training Computer
The data used in this training course is based on open data from the City of Vancouver, Canada.
M ost exercises ask you to assume the role of a city planner at the fictional city of Interopolis and to solve a particular problem using
this data.
Whether it's a local computer or a virtual computer hosted in the cloud, you'll find resources for the examples and exercises in the manual
at the following locations:
Location

Resource

C:\FM EData2018\Data

Datasets used by the City of Interopolis

C:\FM EData2018\Resources\DesktopBasic

Other resources used in the training

C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\DesktopBasic

Workspaces used in the student exercises

C:\FM EData2018\Output

The location in which to write exercise output

< documents>\FM E\Workspaces

The default location to save FM E workspaces

You should also find FM E pre-installed, plus a digital copy of this manual.
Please alert your instructor if any item is missing from your setup.
You can find the latest version of FM E Desktop and FM E Server for Windows, M ac, and Linux - together with the latest Beta versions
- on the S afe S oftware web site.

Course Etiquette
For online courses, please consider other students and test your virtual machine connection before the course starts. The instructor
cannot help debug connection problems during the course!
For live courses, please respect other students’ needs by keeping noise to a minimum when using a mobile phone or checking e-mail.
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2018 Overview
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New Features in 2018

New Features in 2018
FM E Desktop 2018 introduces many new tools and functionality to both FM E Workbench and the FM E Data Inspector. These tools
make wide-ranging changes to the methods workspace authors use in designing and creating workspaces.

Top Tools
The most important new tools will be covered during this course. They are:
Caches and Partial Runs
The ability for FM E to cache data at each point of a translation, and to re-use that cached data.
Collapsible Bookmarks
The ability for bookmarks to be collapsed to simple input/output ports, to hide the contents.
Precision and Tolerance Parameters
The ability to set tolerance on a number of spatial operations, to work around coordinate precision differences.
Microsoft Formats
The ability to write data to M icrosoft PowerPoint and M icrosoft Word, and the addition of styling transformers for all
M icrosoft formats
FeatureJoiner
A SQL-based transformer for carrying out joins in a more powerful version of the FeatureM erger

Other Updates
Besides these top tools, it is also worth mentioning other highlights from the FM E2018 release:

New Formats
There are multiple new formats supported in FM E2018, with over 50 new raster formats based on GDAL technology. Some of the key
formats are:
Apple Venue Format (AVF) Reader and Writer
Bentley i-M odel Reader
Esri Indexed 3D Scene Layer (I3S)
LDAP (Active Directory) Reader
PCD (Point Cloud Data) Reader and Writer
PDF Reader (2D/Raster/Text)
Qlik Data Exchange Writer
Well Log ASCII Standard (WLAS) Reader
There is also an FM E AR format and associated app on the iTunes store.

New Transformers
Aside from M icrosoft-related functionality, new transformers in 2018 mostly revolve around connecting to web services:
HDFSConnector (Hadoop)
ProjectWiseConnector
S3Connector
SalesforceConnector

Workbench Updates
FM E Workbench includes a number of upgrades - some small, some large - separate to what this course covers. These include:
Copy/paste transformer parameters
Dynamic log window filtering
FeatureWriter output ports
New geometry type support (clothoids and 3D arcs)
Support for new German and Australian coordinate system datums
Tester DateTime support
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New Features in 2018

Change Rejected Feature handling with a right-click

Annotation word wraps by default. Bookmarks filled by default
New Windows rendering options for high DPI displays and web views

Place new annotation direct to the canvas using Ctrl+K

Further Reading
For more information on what else is new and great in FM E 2018, see the FME2018 unveiling webinar, the FME Desktop Deep Dive
webinar, and the FME S erver Deep Dive webinar
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Feature Caching
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Caching Features

Feature Caching
In previous versions of FM E, it was possible to run a workspace using Run with Full Inspection.
Full Inspection meant the data was saved at each step of the workspace and so was available for immediate inspection.
In FM E 2018 the functionality around this tool changed, and so the name was changed too, to Run with Feature Caching:

With this option active, FM E generates caches at every step of the translation when the workspace is run:

The caches are indicated by the small icons on each object.

Inspecting Cached Data
Sometimes it's important to be able to inspect data at any step of the translation. Adding an Inspector transformer at every step would
be tiresome, so instead the Data Caching option can be used.
Cached data can be inspected by simply clicking on the icon on a particular object.

Saving Cached Data
Because workspaces can be worked on over several sessions, and because you might want to transfer a workspace with caches to
another user, saving a workspace as a template also gives the option to save the data caches:
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Caching Features

That way any workspace created from the template automatically gains access to the caches from the previous run.

TIP
It's certainly quicker to set up "Run with Data Caching" than to manually add Inspector transformers.
However, be aware that caching data obviously causes the translation to be slower, and to use system resources
such as disk space.
Data caching is very useful while developing a workspace, but should be turned off before putting a
workspace into production.
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Partial Runs

Cached Data Status
When the cache on a transformer or feature type is green, it means that the cache is up-to-date; i.e. the cache represents the data that
would be produced were the workspace to be run at that point.
Here the workspace creates a datetime attribute and the workspace is run to fill the caches:

However, when the workspace is edited, caches can change color to yellow. This means the cache is no longer up-to-date; i.e. the cache
no longer represents the data that would be produced were the workspace to be run.
Here the DateTimeStamper has been changed to create a date only attribute:

All caches after (downstream of) the DateTimeStamper turn to yellow to indicate they no longer represent the workspace. But caches
before (upstream of) the DateTimeStamper remain green, because they are no longer affected.

Reusing Cached Features
The main reason the functionality changed name from Full Inspection to Feature Caching, is that the cached data can now be used for
purposes other than inspection.
When it is time to run a workspace, data can be automatically retrieved from green caches and used downstream of that point. For
example, in the above workspace data does not need to be read from the source dataset because it is already available in an up-to-date
cache.
This is achieved by clicking on the transformer you wish to run, and using one of the two pop-up actions:
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Partial Runs

The two options are Run to This and Run from This.
Run To This runs the workspace up to, and including, the chosen transformer. It's perfect for when that transformer has been edited,
and you want to see what the result that transformer alone is.
Run From This (shortcut F6) runs the workspace from the chosen transformer onwards. It's perfect for when that transformer has
been edited, and you want to see what the final workspace results will be.
Hovering over one of these options causes the section of workspace to be run to highlight in green:

Here the AttributeFilter transformer is being run, the data being fetched from the prior cache. However, because the prior cache is
yellow, and out-of-date, FM E will inform the user that it must go back further to obtain a valid cache and run the extra transformers in
between:
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If the author wishes to re-run the entire workspace, they can do that using the usual run button (or F5), which will re-run the workspace
and (assuming the Feature Caching option is turned on) refill all of the caches.

TIP
A Junction transformer can play a useful part in Partial Runs. For example, here the workspace is split into
two streams. If I wish to run both streams simultaneously, then the only command would be Run From This on
the SpatialSorter.

But that means the SpatialSorter will also be run. If I want to run both streams but not the SpatialSorter, then
a Junction transformer in the appropriate location will allow me to do that. I can Run From This on the
Junction transformer itself, which has little overhead.

Why Reuse Cached Data?
The obvious reason for using cached data is one of performance. If the workspace can use data that was cached in a previous
transformer, then that transformation does not need to occur again. When building a workspace one transformer at a time, the workspace
can be tested at each step and only the current transformer needs to be executed.
Similarly this can prevent excess reading of data. If data is being read from a database on a network, for example, then a cache of data
prevents FM E from having to make subsequent calls to that database. It saves on both network traffic and query time.
Additionally, this is a great tool to use for caching the results of web services. For example, records being sent to a web service for
geocoding might incur an actual monetary cost for that service. But now FM E is able to cache that data and reuse it, avoiding the need to
repeatedly use that web service.

Ms Analyst says...
Obviously data caching takes no account of what might have changed in the source dataset. It only knows
what has been changed in the workspace. It's up to the workspace author to be aware of if the source dataset
has changed and therefore needs to be refreshed with a new run.
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Exercise

Caching and Partial Runs

Data

Roads (AutoCAD DWG)
Firehalls and Zones (GM L)

Overall Goal

Create time and distance isolines with the NetworkCostCalculator

Demonstrates

Data caching and partial runs

S tart Workspace

None

End Workspace

C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\UpgradingTo2018\Caching-Ex1-Complete.fmwt

To assist in planning emergency services for the city, you have been tasked with assessing emergency response times by creating a
dataset of isochrones - contour lines depicting travel time from each firehall - for medical emergencies.
1) Add Firehall Reader
Start FM E Workbench. Select Readers > Add Reader from the menubar. Set the parameters as follows:
Reader Format

GM L (Geography M arkup Language)

Reader Dataset

C:\FM EData2018\Data\Emergency\FireHallsWithZones.gml

When prompted, select the FireHalls and M edicZones feature types to add to the workspace:

2) Add Roads Reader
Once more select Readers > Add Reader from the menubar. This time set the parameters as follows:
Reader Format

Autodesk AutoCAD DWG/DXF

Reader Dataset

C:\FM EData2018\Data\Transportation\CompleteRoads.dwg

When prompted, select all of the feature types to add to the workspace (i.e. we want all road types) leaving out only layer "0".
3) Run Workspace
Ensure feature caching is turned on (Run > Run with Feature Caching) and run the workspace. The data will be read and cached. This
means:
Our pre-translation inspection can be done here
We don't have to read it separately in the Data Inspector
The data is now ready for use by later stages of the workspace
When we run the whole workspace, FM E won't have to re-read the data
Select all of the feature types in the workspace, right-click one of them, and choose Inspect Cached Features (shortcut Ctrl+I):
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Now we can inspect the data to see what we are dealing with.
4) Add Tester
For this exercise we'll work on a single fire hall, Fire Hall number 4. So add a Tester transformer connected to the FireHalls feature type.
Set it up to filter out other fire halls. The simplest way is to check for (and keep) features whose Name attribute ends in the number 4:

Click on the Tester and press the Run From This button (shortcut F6). The Tester transformer will run using the cache of data from the
feature type to which it is connected.
Click on the green cache icon for the Passed output port. The Data Inspector will open and show a single fire hall feature. It should be
hall number 4.
5) Add NetworkCostCalculator
Now we'll add a NetworkCostCalculator transformer. The best way of doing this is to select all of the road feature types and then use
Quick Add by typing NCC and selecting that transformer. This way the transformer will be added and all road feature types connected
automatically.
Then connect Tester:Passed to the Source input port:
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Rearrange the objects as necessary so you avoid overlapping connections (or move the input ports up/down instead).

TIP
Notice that even though we haven't run the NetworkCostCalculator yet, we have feature counts on the
connections into it. They're colored grey to show that this hasn't happened, but that's what the counts would
be.

6) S et NetworkCostCalculator Parameters
Inspect the NetworkCostCalculator parameters. Set Output Optimal Cost As to "Z-Values". Set Snap Source Points to "Yes" and set a
Snapping Tolerance of 100:

These parameters will output the costs as Z values on each network line, and will snap the source fire hall to the network if it doesn't sit
exactly upon it.
Run the NetworkCostCalculator by clicking it and choosing Run To This.
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TIP
Because we currently have all the data cached, and there are no transformers after this, it doesn't yet matter if
we choose Run From This or Run To This. Both achieve the same result with the same performance.

Inspect the Connected output cache. If you query a road feature you'll see that it has Z values on each vertex. The Z value represents
the road distance to the fire hall.
7) Add ContourGenerator
To visualize these results, add a ContourGenerator transformer connected to the NetworkCostCalculator:Connected output port. The
ContourGenerator port to connect is Points/Lines:

Open the ContourGenerator parameters dialog. Set the Surface Tolerance to 10 and the Output Contour Interval to 50. Run the
ContourGenerator transformer and inspect the Contours output cache:

The output is a set of Isodistance lines showing the distance (by road) from the chosen firehall.
8) Add ExpressionEvaluator
To create Isochrones (lines of equal travel time) we need to specify the speed at which a vehicle can travel. Obviously this varies
depending on the type of road, terrain, weather, and intersection crossings; but a quick search shows that the average speed of a fire
truck in a city is 55kph (35mph).
So, add an ExpressionEvaluator transformer to the workspace, between the AutoCAD Roads feature types and the
NetworkCostCalculator transformer Line port. The quickest way to do this is to click on the green Line arrow and type the name of the
ExpressionEvaluator. That way the transformer will be inserted in all of the connections simultaneously:
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Notice how the caches "downstream" from the new transformer change to yellow. They are stale because they no longer represent the
results the workspace would generate.
9) S et Up ExpressionEvaluator
Inspect the parameters for the ExpressionEvaluator. Set up an expression to calculate an attribute called TravelTime. The expression
should be:
@Length()/916.666666
@Length() is an FM E function that measures the length of each road link.
916.66666 comes from (speed (metres-per-km / seconds-per-minute)) which is (55(1000/60))
10) Adjust NetworkCostCalculator
Now inspect the parameters for the NetworkCostCalculator again.
Change the Weight Type parameter from "By Length" to "By Two Attributes". Select TravelTime as the attribute for both the forward
and reverse weight:

11) Adjust ContourGenerator
Now inspect the parameters for the ContourGenerator again.
Change the Surface Tolerance to 1 and the Output Contour Interval to 1 (i.e. each contour will represent 1 minute of travel time).
Now we must re-run the workspace. You can choose to either:
Run From This on the ExpressionEvaluator
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Run To This on the ContourGenerator
Run From This on the ContourGenerator
The same sections of workspace will highlight as you hover over the first two options. The third option will only highlight the
ContourGenerator itself, and when chosen will warn that prior transformers need to be included as they don't yet have valid caches.
Inspect the new ContourGenerator output cache:

The result will be a series of isochrones representing travel times for emergency vehicles from fire hall number 4.
12) S ave as Template
We'll continue this exercise at the end of the next chapter. In case you close and re-open the workspace in the meantime, we'll save it as a
template. That way we can keep the caches.
So select Save > Save As Template from the menubar. When prompted enter a template name. Be sure to check the option to Include
Feature Caches:

Now when we re-open the workspace using this template, the data will already be cached and ready to use.
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CONGRATULATIONS
By completing this exercise you have learned how to:
Turn on Feature Caching
Inspect all cached data in a workspace
Carry out a partial run using Run From Here and Run To Here
Decide when Run To Here or Run From Here is most appropriate
Save a template file with Feature Caches included
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Collapsible Bookmarks
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Collapsing Bookmarks

Bookmarks
As we know, a bookmark, like its real-world namesake, is a means of putting a marker down for easy access.
With FM E the bookmark covers an area of workspace that is usually carrying out a specific task, so a user can pick it out of a larger set
of transformers and move to it with relative ease.
As one user has put it, bookmarks are like paragraphs for your workspace!

The above workspace illustrates nicely how to mark up different sections of a workspace using bookmarks. As you can see, it's
permitted to subdivide bookmarks further by nesting one bookmark inside another.
But in FM E 2018 there is functionality to take this one step further...

Collapsing Bookmarks
In FM E 2018, each bookmark has a small icon in the top-left corner that allows it to be collapsed:

Collapsing a bookmark means it is compressed down to the size of a single transformer, displaying none of the contents except for
where data enters or exits the bookmark:
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Collapsing Bookmarks

Clicking the icon a second time re-opens the bookmark to its previous size.
This functionality allows large sections of workspace to be rendered in a much smaller area, and only opened up when editing is
required.
For example the section of workspace displayed above might be reduced to this:

This is obviously a huge saving of space on a large canvas.

Collapsing Bookmarks vs Custom Transformers
It's easy to see collapsing bookmarks as a replacement for custom transformers, especially where the custom transformer was intended
only as a means to save space on canvas:

However, collapsible bookmarks are not such a good replacement where the content is intended to be reused in multiple locations. That's
because each custom transformer inherits its behaviour from a master custom transformer definition. Editing the definition updates all
the custom transformers.
The same is not true of a collapsed bookmark. There is no master definition and editing the contents of a bookmark does not
automatically update the contents in any other bookmarks, even if it was a direct copy.
Additionally, a collapsed bookmark cannot be shared with other users and doesn't have the ability to set published parameters, in the
same way that a custom transformer would.
So while a collapsed bookmark can replace some aspects of a custom transformer, it can't fully replace them.
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Collapsed Bookmark Style
With new collapsible bookmarks, there are aspects of Best Practice and style that need to be considered.

Renaming Ports
The input and output ports on collapsed bookmarks can be renamed to help clarify the data entering and exiting:

It's not obvious that this capability exists, but in fact it can be accessed in three different ways!
Double-clicking the object
Selecting the object and pressing F2
Using the Rename option on the context menu (as pictured above)
The obvious benefit here is one of clarity. By knowing what each input and output port is for, extra connections can be made to it
without having to expand the bookmark contents.

Rearranging Bookmarks
Although you can collapse one bookmark at a time, an option on the Navigator window allows you to collapse all bookmarks at once:

Doing so illustrates how much space can be saved in a single canvas:
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Of course it helps to then move the bookmarks closer together to reuse that space:

But besides reusing the space, there is another reason for this reorganization.
When bookmarks are positioned close to each other, re-opening a collapsed bookmark adjusts the layout of the workspace, moving other
transformers or bookmarks out of the way so that its contents are shown without overlap. Re-closing the bookmark causes the opposite
to occur.
For example, in the above screenshot:
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...if any bookmark is expanded, then the bookmarks around it are moved to one side to accommodate the new space requirements. When
the bookmark is collapsed again, the reverse takes place, to give the same compact layout as before.
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Collapsible Bookmarks and Caches

Collapsed Bookmarks and Caches
Collapsible bookmarks have been designed very carefully so that they interact with caches and partial runs.

Running a Bookmark
The pop-up options for a partial run, as well as appearing on transformers, are also present on bookmarks:

The options are called Run To Contained and Run From Contained, and appear whether the bookmark is collapsed or expanded.
This obviously makes it easier to run a section of workspace, particularly where the bookmark is collapsed.

Improving Performance
When an author creates a very large workspace, as is usually the case when there are many bookmarks, running with feature caching
turned on could create a large amount of unwanted caches:

Notice in the above screenshot that every transformer in the Prepare Data for M atching bookmark is being cached.
To avoid this, feature caching has been designed to avoid caching data for every transformer inside a collapsed bookmark. When a
workspace is run all transformers in the collapsed bookmark operate as usual, but the only data cached is for transformers represented
by an output port on the bookmark:

We can see that by expanding the bookmark after the workspace has finished running:
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This saves considerable time and resources when working with a large workspace.

Dr. Workbench says...
Obviously you don't want to put a workspace into production when caching is turned on, regardless of whether
your bookmarks are collapsed. This technique is only recommended for use in the design, authoring, and
testing phases of workspace creation.
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Exercise

Caching and Partial Runs

Data

Roads (AutoCAD DWG)
Firehalls and Zones (GM L)

Overall Goal

Create time and distance isolines with the NetworkCostCalculator

Demonstrates

Collapsible Bookmarks

S tart Workspace

C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\UpgradingTo2018\Bookmarks-Ex1-Begin.fmwt

End Workspace

C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\UpgradingTo2018\Bookmarks-Ex1-Complete.fmwt

Here we'll continue the exercise from the Caching chapter. Our goal is to assist in planning emergency services by creating a dataset of
isochrones - contour lines depicting travel time from each firehall - for medical emergencies.
1) S tart Workbench
Start FM E Workbench and, if necessary, open the template file for the previous exercise. You can find a copy of it at:
C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\UpgradingTo2018\Bookmarks-Ex1-Begin.fmwt

The workspace works fine, but it needs a couple of adjustments, plus it is in dire need of best practice style.
2) Add Bookmark
The first thing we can do is make the workspace canvas tidier by bookmarking all the road feature types and collapsing it into a smaller
space.
So, select all of the feature types for the AutoCAD roads reader. Press Ctrl+B (or select Insert Bookmark from the toolbar). Name the
bookmark AutoCAD Roads Reader:
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If we collapse the bookmark now (try it and see) we'll still get multiple outputs and connections. We don't really need this. So add a
single Junction transformer between all the connections and the ExpressionEvaluator and resize the bookmark (expanding it first if
necessary) to fit the Junction:

Collapse the bookmark and now there will be just a single output port. Double-click the port to rename it. Name it Roads:

This has obviously saved quite a lot of space in the canvas.
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3) Add Clipper
To return to the task at hand, the current workspace output covers all of the city of Vancouver, whereas we only need it to show
contours for the area of responsibility for fire hall number 4.
To clip the data add a Clipper transformer to the workspace. Connect the contours to the Clippee input port and the M edicZone feature
type to the Clipper port:

Rearrange the objects/ports to ensure there are no overlapping connections.
4) Duplicate Tester
The M edicZones data covers all of the city too, and we only need fire hall number 4. We can filter this with a Tester; in fact with the
same test as the existing Tester.
So, select the existing Tester and press Ctrl+D (Right Click > Duplicate) to duplicate it. Drop the duplicate Tester into the M edicZonesClipper connection:

But don't run the workspace yet...
5) Add Bookmark
If we run the workspace now there are a number of yellow caches that will be updated and saved. However, we don't really need these.
Caches are useful for testing a section of workspace, but we already know the main part of this workspace is correct.
So, add a bookmark around the four main processing transformers (ExpressionEvaluator, Tester, NetworkCostCalculator,
ContourGenerator):

Now collapse the bookmark, rename its ports, and rearrange content around it:
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Notice that there is now only a single cache for the whole bookmark.
6) Run Workspace
Re-run the workspace by selecting the Clipper transformer and choosing Run To This.
We are now saving cache space because only one cache is created for the bookmarked parts. Expand (and re-collapse) the Isochrone
bookmark to prove this. The ContourGenerator has caches because it is the last transformer. The Tester has caches, but only because it
already had them:

Notice that as you expand/collapse the bookmark, other objects move in response to keep from overlapping.
Now inspect the Clipper:Inside cache. You should see that the isochrones are clipped to the area of responsibility for fire hall 4.
7) S ave Workspace
Re-save the workspace as a template - including caches - so it is ready for further editing if required.

TIP
To see some advanced tasks for this project, check out the GIS Tutorial on the FME Knowledge Centre.

CONGRATULATIONS
By completing this exercise you have learned how to:
Add and collapse bookmarks
Add a Junction to reduce the number of bookmark output ports
Rename bookmark output ports
Rearrange objects around a bookmark so that they move when the bookmark is collapsed/expanded
Collapse a bookmark to save caching excess data
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Precision and Tolerance
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Tolerance Parameters
FM E2018 introduces a tolerance parameter to many existing transformers, and one new transformer:
AreaGapAndOverlapCleaner
AreaOnAreaOverlayer
Clipper
Dissolver
FeatureM erger
Generalizer
Intersector
LineOnAreaOverlayer
LineOnLineOverlayer
Snapper
Tiler
TopologyBuilder
The AreaGapAndOverlapCleaner is, of course, the new transformer. It's a direct replacement for the SliverRemover. The Snapper
already had a tolerance parameter, but that has been updated to use this new functionality.
So why these transformers? Because it's a set of transformers that use a common piece of code. That code was updated to allow a
tolerance to be applied and was exposed as a new parameter:

The tolerance parameters have three different options:
None
Automatic
Custom Value

None means the transformer operates as it always did in FM E; without any tolerance applied. The operation will be carried out using
strict matches of coordinates. This is the default value (for 2018.0 at least).
Automatic means FM E will decide upon a tolerance. Here FM E is trying to resolve minor issues with coordinates, such as coordinate
precision and rounding.
Custom Value means the user will enter a tolerance. The user is trying to resolve any issues they believe can be fixed through tolerance,
such as bad geometry.

Collapsed Ports
Some transformers with the new tolerance setting have a Collapsed output port. This is for features whose size is smaller than the
tolerance value, and which therefore collapse to a single point.

TIP
Because the Automatic mode is newer technology, its performance in many cases is actually faster than having
no tolerance at all!
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Example Geometry Problems
In general, data can not join, meet, or intersect because of one of two issues.
Firstly the geometry of the data can have simply been created badly:

In that example the two lines are meant to connect, but instead have a gap of around 10 metres.
The second source of problems is geometry that has very tiny imperfections due to issues such as coordinate rounding:

In this case the two lines are meant to connect, but instead there is a very small gap of 0.00000001 metres. This sort of error is very
difficult to locate visually, because of its small size.
Such an issue might arise because of coordinate rounding (coordinates are rounded to a precision that leads to gaps), because of different
data formats (where each format stores coordinates in slightly different ways), or perhaps because of some other automated process that
has been carried out.

No Tolerance
When tolerance is set to none, then the above features are not considered a match.
For example, in a TopologyBuilder, the gaps in each case would lead FM E to assume that each geometry is a road that ends without a
connection. There would be two nodes with a gap between them:

Depending on the data this may or may not be the correct result. With a gap of only 0.00000001 metres we can safely assume it is not
correct in this example.
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Automatic Tolerance
When tolerance is set to automatic, then FM E will assess the data and come up with a reasonable tolerance to solve minor problems. For
example, in a TopologyBuilder FM E would correctly determine that the smaller gap is an error that should be corrected:

However, it will not fix the grosser error that caused the larger tolerance gap:

That's because there is no way FM E could reasonably define that as a problem, or fix it without possibly altering other similar gaps.

Custom Tolerance
When the tolerance is set to a custom value then the author is trying to resolve issues at a scale of their own choosing. For example, in
the TopologyBuilder they could set a tolerance of 10. That would solve both the small issues and the larger one:

But it might also mistakenly fix issues where two points are legitimately within 10 metres of each other, like at Node 2.
So in general cases it's best to use automatic tolerance, unless you can be sure that a custom tolerance will work as you want it to.
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Exercise

Tolerance and Data Cleaning

Data

Property Boundaries (M icroStation DGN)

Overall Goal

Clean line data in order to build property polygons

Demonstrates

Intersection, Data Cleaning, and Tolerance

S tart Workspace

C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\UpgradingTo2018\Tolerance-Ex1-Begin.fmwt

End Workspace

C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\UpgradingTo2018\Tolerance-Ex1-Complete.fmwt

For a small exercise, you've been asked to turn a set of linework (representing property boundaries) into polygon features. This is easily
done with the AreaBuilder. However... there may be some data cleaning requirements that aren't as simple.
1) S tart Workbench
Start FM E Workbench and open the starting workspace template.
The workspace includes a reader to read a set of M icroStation DGN features. It also includes a bookmarked set of transformers that
were previously used to clean data in FM E2017:

It's so old that they even include Inspector transformers! How quaint!
2) Add AreaBuilder
Firstly let's ignore that bookmarked section and simply add an AreaBuilder transformer connected to the reader feature type
(ParcelLines):

Turn on feature caching and run that part of the workspace. Inspect both AreaBuilder caches:
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Notice that there are several "unused" features. Where a feature is unused it did not create the proper boundary and the area covers two
(or more) properties.
3) Move AreaBuilder Transformer
We now know the data won't build proper polygons without some cleaning. So disconnect the AreaBuilder transformer and move it to
the end of the workspace, connected in place of the CleanNetwork Inspector from the bookmark:

Delete any other Inspector transformers too, connect the source data to the Snapper transformer in the bookmark, and run the
workspace.
Inspect the output. There will be perfectly formed polygons and no Incomplete features.
So we've finished the project. Except... surely there is a better way in 2018?
4) Delete Bookmark and Transformers
Let's start out by deleting the 2017 bookmark and all its contents, plus the new AreaBuilder transformer, so that all we're left with is the
reader feature type. That's just to clear the workspace of clutter.
5) Add Intersector and AreaBuilder transformers
Place an Intersector transformer (it has the new Tolerance parameter and so may help us) plus a new AreaBuilder transformer:
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Inspect the Intersector's parameters. M ake sure the tolerance parameter is set to Automatic and re-run the workspace. Inspect the
output:

There are some Incomplete features but not as many bad areas. The Intersector has obviously done some good. However, the tolerance
required is just too much for FM E to handle automatically.
6) S et Manual Tolerance
Inspect the Intersector parameters again and this time set the Tolerance parameter to a custom value of 0.2. Re-run the workspace. The
results are better, but not quite complete.
Set the tolerance parameter to 0.3 and try again.
This time the area features build correctly. Any Incomplete features are small overlaps and can be ignored.
So we have replicated the results of the 2017 workspace by replacing all of the bookmark contents with a simple Intersector
transformer! In fact the results are better because the 2017 workspace produced some oddities that shouldn't exist in the data (that's
why it had more areas output than in 2018).

CONGRATULATIONS
By completing this exercise you have learned how to:
Apply an Automatic tolerance on the Intersector transformer
Apply a Custom tolerance on the Intersector transformer
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Microsoft Formats and Transformers
FM E 2018 introduces a new set of transformers and formats for M icrosoft-related formats. These are:
Reader

Writer

Transformer

Excel

Existing

Existing

New: ExcelStyler

Word

None

New

New: M SWordStyler

PowerPoint

None

New

New: PowerPointStyler

In short, FM E 2018 has new writers for Word and PowerPoint, and new styling transformers for all three formats. An Excel reader and
writer has existed in FM E for a long time, but the writer has new formatting options that can be fulfilled using the ExcelStyler.
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Microsoft Word
The M icrosoft Word writer in FM E allows writing features to Word documents. The writer only has a single parameter, that to define a
Word template to use.
The data sent to the writer must also first be styled using the M SWordStyler transformer.

MSWordStyler
The M SWordStyler transformer allows the creation of various content types:

This way a document can be built up from several components, with headings, images, lists, tables, and plain text (paragraphs). As a
different content type is selected, the available parameters change in the dialog. For example, for Table content the parameters look like
this:

...with the output of that looking like this:
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M ap features cannot be written directly to the M icrosoft Word writer, but can be written as an image by first rasterizing the data with
an ImageRasterizer or M apnikRasterizer transformer.

Write Order
As you might expect, features are written to the Word document in the order they arrive, so a workspace author can control the
document by controlling the order of features using a Sorter transformer.
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Microsoft PowerPoint
The M icrosoft PowerPoint writer in FM E allows writing features to PowerPoint presentations. Like the Word format, the PowerPoint
writer only has a single parameter, that to define a template to use.
A separate slide in the presentation is created for each feature.
The data sent to the writer must also first be styled using the PowerPointStyler transformer.

PowerPointStyler
The PowerPointStyler transformer allows the creation of various slide types:

This way a presentation can be built up from several components, with charts, maps, images, tables, and other plain text content. As a
different content type is selected, the available parameters change in the dialog. For example, for Table content the parameters look like
this:

...with the output of that looking like this:

Unlike the Word writer, M ap features can be written directly to the M icrosoft PowerPoint writer. Features can be grouped together in
one slide and each feature becomes a vector object in that slide.
The PowerPointStyler transformer also has a parameter to control the order of features being written. If this is left as Automatic, then
all the features going to the M icrosoft PowerPoint Writer will be written to a presentation in the same order they arrive, meaning the
slides will be in that order.
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Setting this parameter only makes sense where there is more than one PowerPointStyler transformer. If a number is entered into this
field, then the features are sorted by that number on writing. For example, a title slide could be given the number 1 to allow it to be first
in the presentation.
If more than one feature has the same slide order, then they are written in the same order they arrive.

TIP
The template file for a PowerPoint can be designed in the Master slide view in PowerPoint. For example,
setting a background image in the template could lead FME to produce a map slide like this:

Park Image by OCParks, CC BY-ND 2.0
Notice how a map slide allows the creation of labels on each feature (also to set the feature color) and the
creation of a "caption" text box in the upper-left.
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Microsoft Excel
FM E has had a M icrosoft Excel reader and writer for a number of years. However, new in 2018 the writer has gained a number of new
formatting options, and these options can be controlled with the new ExcelStyler transformer.

ExcelStyler
The ExcelStyler transformer allows styling to be applied to either individual cells or to entire rows:

It allows setting of font, fill, border, and text alignment styles:

As shown above, parameters can be set by attributes; so features can be colored on the basis of an attribute and that attribute used to set
the color in the ExcelStyler, giving something like this:
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...where color is applied on the basis of a street name attribute.
The ExcelStyler also allows for setting cell format (for numbers) and cell protection (whether it is hidden or locked).
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Exercise

The PowerPoint Writer

Data

Libraries (Esri Geodatabase)
Land Boundary (Esri Shapefile)

Overall Goal

Create a PowerPoint presentation showing various items of interest in the city of Vancouver

Demonstrates

M icrosoft-related transformers and formats

S tart Workspace

None

End Workspace

C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\UpgradingTo2018\M icrosoft-Ex1-Complete.fmw

As part of a conference on community mapping, you have been asked to provide a presentation on different aspects of community in
the city of Vancouver. You realize this is a great chance to both carry out the task and demonstrate FM E's potential for such projects.
We'll begin the task by creating a slide about libraries. Since we've not used this format or transformer before, this will be a joint voyage
of exploration!
NB: If you don't have a PowerPoint viewer on your computer, then you can view files online on such sites as onlinedocumentviewer.com
1) S tart Workbench
Start FM E Workbench. Generate a workspace as follows:
Reader Format

Esri Geodatabase (File Geodb Open API)

Reader Dataset

C:\FM EData2018\Data\CommunityM apping\CommunityM ap.gdb

Reader Parameters

Table List: Libraries

Writer Format

M icrosoft PowerPoint

Writer Dataset

C:\FM EData2018\Output\Training\VancouverCommunity.pptx

Writer Parameters

Template: C:\FM EData2018\Resources\DesktopBasic\VancouverTemplate.pptx

2) Add PowerPointS tyler Transformer
If we ran the translation now, we wouldn't get any slides in the output. That's because all the features need to be stylized for the
PowerPoint writer first. So, add a PowerPointStyler transformer between the reader and writer feature type.
Inspect the transformer parameters. Set:
S lide Type: M ap Slide
S lide S ubtype: M ap With Caption
Title: Vancouver Libraries
Caption: A M ap of Libraries in Vancouver

Next set the label parameters to label each object with the library name. Use a font and color of your choosing and make sure Wrap
Label Text is set to No:
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Click OK to close the dialog and accept the changes.

TIP
The PowerPointStyler also has a parameter for Hyperlink. If you like, set the Hyperlink parameter to point to
the attribute LibraryURL. That way all the output features will have hyperlinks in the PowerPoint file.

3) Add 2DEllipseReplacer Transformer
A point feature won't show up very well in a PowerPoint slide, so let's turn the libraries into something larger.
Add a 2DEllipseReplacer transformer before the PowerPointStyler. Set it up to create an ellipse of size 200x200:

Accept the changes, turn on feature caching (if not already) and run the workspace. The result will be a series of slides, each with one
library:
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We'd prefer a single slide with all libraries, so we'll have to change that.
4) Add AttributeCreator Transformer
The PowerPointStyler transformer has an option to group objects, but we need an attribute to group them by. So place an
AttributeCreator transformer between the 2DEllipseCreator and the PowerPointStyler (it's important for it to go here for a later step).
Use the transformer to create an attribute (call it Group) with a fixed value (say, 1).
Now inspect the PowerPointStyler parameters again. Near the bottom of the dialog, under Feature Handling, set Create Slide From to
M ultiple Features, and set Slide Group ID to the Group attribute:

Now re-run the workspace. The output should be a single slide with all the libraries on it:

5) Add S hapefile Reader
The map is correct, but it really needs a background to the library features. We'll create that with a dataset of the Vancouver land
boundary. So select Reader > Add Reader from the menubar and add the following:
Reader Format

Esri Shapefile

Reader Dataset

C:\FM EData2018\Data\Boundaries\LandBoundary\VancouverLandBoundary.shp
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Connect the newly added feature type to the AttributeCreator input port:

We connect it to the AttributeCreator port so that it gets the same attribute value and appears on the same slide as the library features.

TIP
If (in step 4) you were tempted to use an existing attribute rather than create a new one, this is why we didn't.
We want something that will work for multiple datasets.
It's also why it was important to put the AttributeCreator after the 2DEllipseReplacer, because we don't want
to turn other data into ellipses too, just the libraries.

6) Add S orter
If we run the workspace now you will see, however, that all is not well. The land boundary feature overlays the libraries. To handle this
we must sort the data in such as order that the libraries arrive first. This we can do with a Sorter transformer.
We could also create attributes for each data type, but we'll avoid that by reusing the format attribute fme_feature_type.
So open the parameters dialog for a feature type (it doesn't matter which), click the Format Attributes tab, and put a check-mark against
fme_feature_type:

Click OK to close this and put a Sorter into the workspace just before the PowerPointStyler. Set it up to sort by fme_feature_type,
alphabetic, descending:
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Now when the workspace is run, we should get library features above the city boundary.
7) Add FeatureColorS etter
The map is now visible, but it would be better if we could get a standard color for each library object. We can set color inside the
PowerPointStyler, but that would cause all features to be the same color, including the city boundary.
So, place a FeatureColorSetter transformer before the Sorter transformer. Open its parameters and set it up to create random coloring,
but based on the attribute fme_feature_type:

This means that each different feature type will get its own color. In the PowerPointStyler transformer locate the Foreground Fill Color
parameter and set it to fme_fill_color:

TIP
This technique is like creating a group-by with color. It's also a great technique to use for the ExcelStyler
transformer, where you want to create different colors per row, but based on an attribute value.
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8) Add Title S lide
One last thing: we really need a title slide for the presentation. This is easily achieved. Place a Creator onto the canvas, connect it to a
second PowerPointStyler, and connect that to the output:

Open the parameters dialog for the second PowerPointStyler. Set it as follows:
S lide Type: Title Slide
Title: The Vancouver Community
S ubtitle: A series of FM E-generated maps and charts
S lide Order: 1
The Slide Order parameter is important because we want this to be the first slide in the presentation. Yes, we could rely on this feature
being written first, but that's harder to control. Also visit the first PowerPointStyler transformer and set its Slide Order to 2, to ensure it
comes second in the presentation.
Re-run the workspace and check the output. You should now have two slides (one title slide, one for libraries), with all slides and
features in the correct order and with unique colors per "layer":

This forms a great basis for your presentation on the communities of Vancouver! You could even start experimenting with using the
BookCount and Circulation attributes as the size of feature in the 2DEllipseReplacer, to create a thematic map.

CONGRATULATIONS
By completing this exercise you have learned how to:
Create maps with the PowerPointStyler
Replace point features with ellipses using the 2DEllipseReplacer
Create slide groups for multiple features per PowerPoint slide
Sort features into the correct order for visualizing on a slide
Set feature colors on a random group-by basis
Sort slides into the correct order in a presentation
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FeatureJoiner Transformer
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What is the FeatureJoiner?
The FeatureJoiner transformer is new for FM E 2018. It's a SQL-based alternative to the FeatureM erger transformer, that joins data
together on the basis of common keys and using SQL terminology to define the results.
On the canvas it looks like this:

And the parameters dialog looks like this:

Join Modes
Joined features exit the transformer through the Joined port. What happens to the remaining features is controlled by the Join M ode
parameter.
There are three join modes: Inner, Left, and Full.
In Inner mode features without a join exit through either the Unjoined Left or Unjoined Right port.
In Left mode, Left features without a match still exit through the Joined port. Right features without a match exit the Unjoined Right
port.
In Full mode, both Left and Right features without a match still exit through the Joined port.
We can visualize this behaviour with a diagram:
Mode

Left

Description
Left features
look for a match
and are output
whether they
find a match or

Depiction

Joined Output

All matches plus
unmatched Left
features

Unjoined Left

None

Unjoined Right

Unused Right
features
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not

Inner

Left features
look for a match
and are output if
they find one

All matches only

Unmatched Left
features

Unused Right
features

Full

Both Left and
Right features
output through
the Joined
output port,
whether they
find a join or not

All matches plus
unmatched Left
and Right
features

None

None
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Multiple Join Matches
Every time a feature on the Left matches one on the Right, a new feature is output from the Joined port. This means that where there are
multiple matches for a single Left (Requestor) feature, there will be multiple output features.
This is why the FeatureJoiner has no equivalent to the FeatureM erger “handle duplicate suppliers” parameter. It does not need this. It
just creates a new Joined feature for each duplicate supplier.
To understand this, let’s take a look at this with some feature count numbers included:

There are eight (8) facility features and 1,463,442 addresses. How many features will exit the Joined port? Well, it depends.
If we assume a strict 1:1 match between each Facility and an Address, then 8 features will exit as Joined. Why? Because we have 8
matches. Depending on the mode the count will be one of these:
Joined

Unjoined Left

Unjoined Right

Left

8

0

1,463,434

Inner

8

0

1,463,434

Full

1,463,442

0

0

However, we might not have such a clean 1:1 match between Facility and Address table. We could have 1:M , M :1, or even M :M .
Let’s say each Facility has two matches in the Address table. Then we get this:
Joined

Unjoined Left

Unjoined Right

Left

16

0

1,463,426

Inner

16

0

1,463,426

Full

1,463,442

0

0

Why are we getting more features out than we put into the Left port? Because we are getting one feature per match, and there are 16
matches!
This is not something the FeatureM erger would do. It would either ignore the second match or create a list. But this is designed to be a
SQL equivalent, and so it works differently. In fact – in an extreme case – if we assumed that every Facility has AddressID=1, and every
Address has AddressID=1, then every facility would match to every address!
That would give us 8 x 1,463,442 = 11,707,536 matches
If you did want the same as the FeatureM erger would give - one matched record with a list of matches - then you simply need to create
a list with a ListBuilder grouping by your join keys.
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Exercise

The FeatureJoiner

Data

Addresses (Esri Geodatabase)
Crime Statistics (M icrosoft Excel)

Overall Goal

Join crime statistics to each address using street name and block number

Demonstrates

The FeatureJoiner transformer

S tart Workspace

C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\UpgradingTo2018\FeatureJoiner-Ex1-Begin.fmw

End Workspace

C:\FM EData2018\Workspaces\UpgradingTo2018\FeatureJoiner-Ex1-Complete.fmw

Your task for today is to make a join between address points and a dataset of crime statistics. An existing workspace has already been
set up to prepare the data by standardizing the attributes required to make a join key.
1) Open Workspace
Open the beginning workspace for the exercise, FeatureJoiner-Ex1-Begin.fmw
Inspect the workspace contents:

Notice that the StringReplacer and the StringCaseChanger in particular are set up to adjust the PostalAddress attributes (200 High
Street) in such a way as to match those in the crime data (2XX HIGH STREET).
Also notice that the crime data is being read directly from the City of Vancouver website. We probably won't want to read that more
times than is necessary, so will make use of caches.

TIP
If, for whatever reason, you can't access the data on the City of Vancouver website, change the reader
parameter on the Excel reader to point to: C:\FMEData2018\Data\Emergency\crime_xlsx_all_years.zip

2) Run Workspace
Before putting down any transformers, turn on feature caching and run the workspace. We can't be sure how long it will take to fill the
caches, and we can carry on building the workspace while it runs.
3) Place AttributeManager
A FeatureJoiner transformer does not allow use of a text editor to construct a join key, therefore any join key we wish to make must be
done in an AttributeM anager.
So, place an AttributeM anager transformer, inside the Prepare Addresses bookmark, connected to the StringCaseChanger:
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Open the AttributeM anager parameters dialog. Create a new attribute called JoinKey. For the attribute value click the drop-down list
and choose to open the Text Editor. In the editor enter:
@Trim(@Value(Number) @Value(Street))
...with a space character between the Number and Street attributes:

4) Place FeatureJoiner
Add a FeatureJoiner transformer, with the new AttributeM anager connected to the Left input port and the Crime Data feature type
connected to the Right:

Open the parameters dialog. Set the Join M ode to Inner, because we want to only keep addresses where there is a match to crime on the
same block. Leave the other two Join M ode parameters to their default (Use Left):
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Now select the newly created JoinKey attribute as the Left Join On key. Choose the existing crime data attribute HUNDRED_BLOCK
as the Right Join On key:

Close the dialog.
5) Run Workspace
Run the workspace by selecting the FeatureJoiner and choosing Run To This. Besides noticing how fast the translation runs, notice that
there will be 67,896 matched features. That's because there are multiple crimes per block and so multiple matches per address.
Inspect the cached data and you will notice that there is one join per feature, rather than a list such as the FeatureM erger might create.
6) Add AttributeValueMapper
The reason we want to carry out this join is to assess crime for each address. We'll do this by giving a value to each crime that is
committed and creating a sum for each address.
So, place an AttributeValueM apper transformer connected to the FeatureJoiner:Joined output port. Open the parameters and set the
Source Attribute to TYPE and the Destination Attribute to CrimeValue:

Now click the Import button. We'll use this to import a list of different types of crime from the crime dataset. Enter:
Reader Format

M icrosoft Excel

Reader Dataset

C:\FM EData2018\Data\Emergency\crime_xlsx_all_years.zip

Click Next. When prompted (it will take a while to scan the dataset) pick 2017 as the Feature Type and change Import From to be
Attribute Values:
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Next select TYPE as the Source Value (no Destination Value need be selected) and click Import. FM E will import a list of different
crimes. Give each crime a value (say from 1-25) based on what you consider the severity of the crime to be:

Don't worry, it's just a hypothetical exercise. You won't be marked on what values you've awarded!
7) Add Aggregator
Now we need to group all joined features by their address, and add together the crime values. A ListBuilder and ListSummer might be
one solution, but here we'll use an Aggregator transformer because it can do both actions in one.
So place an Aggregator connected to the AttributeValueM apper. Open the parameters dialog. Set:
Group By: PSTLADDRESS
Count Attribute: NumberOfCrimes
Attributes to Sum: CrimeValue
If we wanted to create a list of crimes we could do that with the Generate List option, but we won't do that for now:
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Now run the workspace using Run To This on the Aggregator:

The output of the Aggregator (4,271 features) plus the UnJoinedLeft output on the FeatureJoiner (9,326) should equal the number of
addresses entering the FeatureJoiner (13,597). It does, so we can tell we have the correct number of features.
8) Add CenterPointReplacer
Inspect the Aggregator cache. Notice that each feature is actually made up of a multipoint feature. This we don't need, so add a
CenterPointReplacer transformer to the end of the workspace to reduce this to a single point.
Now we have our desired output: a feature per address with a count of the number of crimes in that block and a sum of their severity.
With this information we could (if we wanted) calculate the average crime severity per address/block, and maybe even map this data
with perhaps the M apnikRasterizer transformer.
Save the workspace as a template, including the feature caches, and it will be ready for you to continue the project the next time you
start FM E.

CONGRATULATIONS
By completing this exercise you have learned how to:
Create a join key for the FeatureJoiner
Use the FeatureJoiner transformer to join two sets of features
Group multiple join features together with an Aggregator
Create a single point geometry for grouped joins
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Course Wrap-Up
Although your FM E training is now at an end, there is a good supply of expert information available for future assistance.
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Product Information and Resources
Safe Software Web Site
The S afe S oftware web site is the official information source for all things FM E. It includes information on FM E products, Safe
Software services, FM E solutions, FM E support and Safe Software itself.

Safe Support Team
Behind FM E are passionate, fun, and knowledgeable experts, ready to help you succeed, with a support team philosophy built on the
principle of knowledge transfer.

You can request product support through a Support Case (web/email) or using a Live Chat.

Your Local Partner
Safe Software has partners and resellers around the world to provide expertise and services in your region and your language.
You can find a list of official partners on the S afe S oftware Partners Page.
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Safe Software Blog
The S afe S oftware blog provides technical information and general thoughts about FM E, customers' use cases, and spatial data
interoperability. It includes articles, videos, and podcasts.

FME Manuals and Documentation
Use the Help function in FM E Workbench to access help and other documentation for FM E Desktop. Alternatively, look on our web
site under the Knowledge Center section.
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Community Information and Resources
Safe Software actively promotes users of FM E to become part of the FM E Community.

The FME Knowledge Center
The FME Knowledge Center is our community web site - a one-stop shop for all community resources, plus tools for browsing
documentation and downloads.

Knowledge Base
The FM E Knowledge Base contains a wealth of information; including tips, tricks, examples, and FAQs. There are sections on both
FM E Desktop and FM E Server, with articles on topics from installation and licensing to the most advanced translation and
transformation tasks.

Q&A Forum
FM E community members post FM E-related messages, ask questions, and share in answering other users’ questions. M embers earn
"reputation" and "badges" and there is a leaderboard of the top-participating users. Come and see how they can help with your FM E
projects!

Ideas Exchange
FM E development is very much user-driven. The Ideas Exchange gives users the chance to post their ideas for new FM E functionality,
or improvements to existing functionality, and allows everyone to vote on the proposed ideas. The more votes an idea gets, the more
likely it is to be implemented!

The FME Channel
This FME YouTube channel is for those demos that can only be properly appreciated through a screencast or movie. Besides this
there are a host of explanatory and helpful movies, including recordings of most training and tutorials.
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Feedback and Certificates
The format of this training course undergoes regular changes prompted by comments and feedback from previous courses.

Course Feedback

Miss Vector says...
There's one final set of questions – and this time you'll be telling me if the answers are correct or not!

Safe Software greatly values feedback from training course attendees and our feedback form is your chance to tell us what you really
think about how well we’re meeting your training goals.
You can fill in the feedback form now, but you'll also be reminded by email shortly after your course. Safe Software's partners who
carry out training may ask that you fill in a separate form, but you can also use the official Safe Software form if you wish.

Certificates

Mr. E. Dict, (Attorney of FME Law)says...
In order to prove you have taken this training course, a certificate will be emailed automatically to anyone
who was logged on for the duration of Safe Software hosted courses.
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Thank You
Thank you for attending this FM E training course.
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